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SAFEGUARD YOUR CUSTOMERS AND EMPLOYEES
WITH A SANITIZED ENVIRONMENT
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80 - 120 cm

Product Synthesis
In these days in which every world state is dealing with the health emergency,
Trusttechnology SA has worked to offer a completely autonomous sanitizing system
to quickly and everywhere create itinerant sanitation units, a prevention tool for
public companies and private: in fact in a few moments it is possible to set up a
sanitary passage to sanitize the operators or sanitize the equipment and goods
before being introduced into the establishments of the hospital centers of the
nursing homes, etc. helping to maintain the highest level of hygiene.
Eliminate viruses and bacteria at 360 ° in a totally natural way.
The high pressure nebulization allows the sanitizing substance (specially designed
and completely harmless for people and animals) to decontaminate every surface.
HOW DOES IT WORK
The system is equipped, internally, with nebulizing nozzles set up precisely for
obtain the nebulization of the product in the environment avoiding dispersions.
The nebulization system will be connected to a control unit capable of automatically
dispensing the sanitizing product.
Access is regulated by a movement detector that activates the pump and the
consequent leakage of the sanitizing liquid for the entire stay in the structure.
Furthermore, by placing a carpet inside the Sanitary Pass, it is also possible to
sanitize or sanitize all surfaces in contact with the ground.

Tabella tecnica
Technical
Table
Sanitary Pass
180x 80

Modelli della struttura

Misure della struttura

Colori struttura

80 - 120 cm

180 x 100

180 x 120

20 kg

24 kg

28 kg

A (altezza)

180 mm

180 mm

180 mm

B (lato)

700 mm

700 mm

700 mm

C (larghezza)

800 mm

1000 mm

1200 mm

Ingresso

230 Vac - 50/60 Hz

Uscita

24 Vcc / 350 VA

Pompa erogatrice

24 V / 2 A

Ugelli erogatori

15 micron

Safety
In these days in which every world state is dealing with the health emergency,
Trusttechnology SA has worked to offer a completely autonomous sanitizing system to
quickly and everywhere create itinerant sanitation units, a prevention tool for public
companies and private: in fact in a few moments it is possible to set up a sanitary
passage to sanitize the operators or sanitize the equipment and goods before being
introduced into the establishments of the hospital centers of the nursing homes, etc.
helping to maintain the highest level of hygiene.
Eliminate viruses and bacteria at 360 ° in a totally natural way.
The high pressure nebulization allows the sanitizing substance (specially designed and
completely harmless for people and animals) to decontaminate every surface.
HOW DOES IT WORK
The system is equipped, internally, with nebulizing nozzles set up precisely for
obtain the nebulization of the product in the environment avoiding dispersions.
The nebulization system will be connected to a control unit capable of automatically
dispensing the sanitizing product.
Access is regulated by a movement detector that activates the pump and the
consequent leakage of the sanitizing liquid for the entire stay in the structure.
Furthermore, by placing a carpet inside the Sanitary Pass, it is also possible to sanitize
or sanitize all surfaces in contact with the ground.
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